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It is important for external quality assessment materials 
(EQAMs) to be commutable with clinical samples; i.e., 
they should behave like clinical samples when measured 
using end-user clinical laboratory in vitro diagnostic 
medical devices (IVD-MDs). Using commutable 
EQAMs makes it possible to evaluate metrological trace-
ability and/or equivalence of results between IVD-MDs. 
The criterion for assessing commutability of an EQAM 
between 2 IVD-MDs is that its result should be within 
the prediction interval limits based on the statistical dis-
tribution of the clinical sample results from the 2 IVD- 
MDs being compared. The width of the prediction 
interval is, among other things, dependent on the analyt-
ical performance characteristics of the IVD-MDs. A pre-
supposition for using this criterion is that the differences 
in nonselectivity between the 2 IVD-MDs being com-
pared are acceptable. An acceptable difference in nonse-
lectivity should be small relative to the analytical 
performance specifications used in the external quality 
assessment scheme. The acceptable difference in nonse-
lectivity is used to modify the prediction interval criter-
ion for commutability assessment. 

The present report provides recommendations on 
how to establish a criterion for acceptable commutability 

for EQAMS, establish the difference in nonselectivity 
that can be accepted between IVD-MDs, and perform 
a commutability assessment. The report also contains 
examples for performing a commutability assessment 
of EQAMs.  

Background 

An important but often unrealized goal of external quality 
assessment (EQA)/proficiency testing schemes in labora-
tory medicine is to determine if different in vitro diagnostic 
medical devices (IVD-MDs), also called measuring systems, 
produce equivalent results with clinical samples (CSs) (1). 
To make this evaluation, it is obligatory to use an EQA ma-
terial (EQAM) that is commutable with clinical samples 
(2, 3). Consequently, evaluating the commutability of an 
EQAM with CSs is required. Commutability is an import-
ant property of an EQAM, just as it is for certified reference 
materials (CRM) used as common calibrators in imple-
menting metrological traceability to higher-order refer-
ences. Recommendations for commutability assessment 
have been described in recent publications from this work-
ing group (4–6) and from the Clinical and Laboratory 
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Standards Institute (7). The criterion to be used in commut-
ability assessment is different for a CRM and an EQAM be-
cause these materials are used for different purposes 
(Table 1). The criterion for commutability assessment of 
a CRM is described in another report from this working 
group (8). 

A commutable EQAM is used to evaluate perform-
ance of individual medical laboratory IVD-MDs for 
their ability to provide results for CSs that are metrolo-
gically traceable to a higher-order reference and thus 
equivalent to results from other IVD-MDs calibrated 
to be traceable to the same or an equivalent higher-order 
reference. A commutable EQAM can also be used to as-
sess and monitor the status of harmonization and stand-
ardization implementation according to International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 17511 and 
ISO 21151 standards (9, 10). 

Definitions 

Commutability is a property of a reference material that 
means results for a reference material, EQAM in this re-
port, and for CSs have the same numeric relationship, 
within specified limits, across the measurement proce-
dures (MPs) for which the reference material is intended 
to be used. Consequently, a commutable reference ma-
terial produces a measurement result that is equivalent 
to the measurement result that would be obtained for 
a clinical sample with the same concentration of the 
measurand. 

Equivalent results denote agreement of measured va-
lues among different IVD-MDs intended to measure the 
same measurand, where the differences in measured va-
lues on the same CSs do not affect clinical interpret-
ation. A conclusion of equivalence of measured values 
for the same CSs among 2 or more IVD-MDs is based 
on the differences in measured values being within a pre-
defined clinically acceptable margin or limit [adapted 
from ISO 17511:2020 (9)]. 

A measurement procedure is a detailed description of 
a measurement according to one or more measurement 
principles, including a description of the logical organ-
ization of operations used in a measurement and any cal-
culation to obtain a measurement result. An MP 
describes how to manufacture and operate a measuring 
system. A measuring system is manufactured according 
to an MP and in the field of laboratory medicine is called 
an IVD-MD at the metrological traceability level of the 
end-user clinical laboratory. A measuring system is a set 
of physical items including a measuring instrument, cali-
brators, reagents, and other devices needed for a measure-
ment to generate a measured result for a measurand in a 
sample, e.g., a CS. Any performance estimate (including 
traceability, selectivity, or commutability assessment) 

can only be performed using measuring systems that are 
manufactured according to an MP. Definitions are 
adapted from ISO 17511:2020. 3.29 (9). 

A measurand is the quantity intended to be measured 
(11). The chemical species being measured is an import-
ant consideration when assessing commutability of a 
CRM or an EQAM. In some cases, more than one chem-
ical species may be measured, either intentionally, e.g., 
when a parent molecule and a metabolite are clinically 
meaningful, or due to poor selectivity of an MP. 

Selectivity of an MP is a property whereby the mea-
sured value of a measurand is independent of other 
quantities in the sample (definition adapted from 
Vocabulaire international de metrologie) (11). Other 
quantities may be metabolites of the measurand, mo-
lecular forms of the measurand, other ions or molecules, 
or influences on the measurement from any source other 
than the measurand itself. Selectivity of an IVD-MD 
was formerly called “analytical specificity.” 

Sample-specific effects refer to the impact of influence 
quantities on measurement trueness that may be ob-
served as variable magnitude errors (biases) among a 
set of CSs when measured using 2 or more IVD-MDs. 
Per ISO 17511:2020 (9): “when the selectivity of a 
measuring system is not fit-for-purpose, sample-specific 
influence quantities in human samples due to factors in-
cluding disease, diet, drugs or other pathological condi-
tions may lead to erroneous values for the intended 
measured quantity.” Even with acceptable selectivity of 
a measuring system, if we consider a particular CS, a 
sample-specific error (bias) may be observed as a system-
atic bias because it cannot be reduced by repeated mea-
surements. However, residual sample-specific errors 
(biases) may be observed as distributed in a statistically 
random fashion among a set of CSs. 

Characteristics of EQAM 

EQA is used for 3 main purposes: (a) to inform a labora-
tory of its results compared to other laboratories using 
the same or similar MPs, (b) to inform a laboratory of 
the suitability of its results vs medical requirements, 
and (c) to inform in vitro diagnostic manufacturers 
and the laboratory community regarding the metro-
logical traceability of their MPs with the goal of obtain-
ing equivalent results for CSs among different MPs. In 
addition, special EQA surveys are performed to inform 
laboratories and in vitro diagnostic manufacturers about 
the influence on results of interfering substances and se-
lectivity for a given measurand. In all 4 cases, to use a 
common target value for the participating IVD-MDs, 
the EQAM used must be commutable with CSs when 
measured by the IVD-MDs participating in the scheme. 
If a reference measurement procedure (RMP) is used,  
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Table 1. Comparison of EQAM and CRM characteristics impacting their commutability assessment. 

Consideration EQAM CRM  

Intended use To assess suitability of results by 

individual medical laboratories and 

from IVD-MDs. 

To calibrate IVD-MDs. 

Prerequisites for including 

end-user IVD-MDs in 

commutability assessment 

None—include all that are in general 

use. 

Some end-user IVD-MDs may be 

excluded due to poor performance. 

Reasons for using commutable 

material 

Without commutable material, it is not 

possible to assess the trueness or 

equivalence of end-user results. 

Without commutable CRM, it is not 

possible to transfer values from the 

selected higher-order references to 

the end-user IVD-MDs. 

Consequences of not having 

commutable material 

Equivalence of results among individual 

laboratories and different IVD-MDs 

cannot be assessed. Difficult to 

identify and eliminate poor-quality 

IVD-MDs. 

Not possible to transfer trueness from 

CRM to end-user IVD-MDs. As a 

result, different end-user IVD-MDs 

used by medical laboratories may not 

give equivalent results for CSs. 

Principal differences for material 

that should be assessed for 

commutability 

Usually produced and distributed 

several times a year with a short use 

cycle; also, may have short stability 

lifetime. May intentionally include 

potentially interfering substances. 

Intended to be stored and used for 

years; long-term stability is required. 

Should not include potentially 

interfering substances. 

Recommendation for 

commutability studies 

Should be simplified to be practical for 

relatively frequent assessment. It is 

not possible to assess every batch of 

EQAM. 

Commutability criteria should be 

sufficiently stringent to have low 

impact on the measurement 

uncertainty of CSs and thus suitability 

for use. Commutability assessment 

should be performed with every 

batch, unless scientifically valid 

rationale for exemption is provided. 

What is the “state-of-the-art” 

concerning commutability? 

Evidence for commutability is seldom 

provided. Commutability is often 

“assumed” based on EQAM 

preparation procedures. 

Newer CRMs are assessed for 

commutability based on ISO 

15194:2009 requirements. Most older 

CRMs have not been assessed for 

commutability. 

Criterion for commutability The criterion for commutability takes 

into account analytical performance of 

all IVD-MDs included in an EQA 

scheme. 

The criterion for commutability 

assessment should be a fraction of the 

maximum allowable measurement 

uncertainty for CS results because its 

uncertainty is propagated through the 

calibration hierarchy to a CS result. 

Using fixed criteria for 

commutability based on 

Not suitable because even 

poorer-performing IVD-MDs (e.g., 

those with too high measurement 

Suitable because poorer-performing 

MPs (i.e., those with poor 

performance or different selectivity)                                                                                                                                                                    
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the EQAM must be commutable with CSs when mea-
sured by the IVD-MDs and the RMP. 

Commutability assessment of an EQAM is challen-
ging because EQAM suppliers prepare them frequently 
and at varying concentrations for a given measurand. 
The frequency of preparation means that commutability 
assessment of EQAM can only be done on a periodic ba-
sis. It is reasonable to assume that the property of 
commutability of EQAM is retained in the new batches 
prepared by a controlled process. In addition, 
EQAMs are intended for use with all end-user 
IVD-MDs in a scheme irrespective of the performance 
capability (trueness, precision, selectivity) of each 
IVD-MD. 

Criteria for Assessing Commutability of EQAM 

Because EQA is used to assess performance of all partici-
pants, the criterion for assessing commutability of EQAM 
is influenced by the analytical performance capability 
(trueness, precision, selectivity) of all end-user 
IVD-MDs in an EQA scheme. For EQAM, we recom-
mend that the commutability criterion be based on 
the statistical distribution of the CS results of 2 
IVD-MDs in a comparison, because IVD-MDs vary in 
performance for repeatability and for sample specific 
effects from differences in non-selectivity (DINS) for 
the measurand. 

Commutability assessment for an EQAM is not in-
fluenced by bias in CS results that may be present be-
tween pairs of IVD-MDs in the assessment (Table 1). 
How an EQA provider sets target values and analytical 
performance specifications (APS) for participant per-
formance are beyond the scope of this report. Note 
that commutability assessment is independent of, and 
not influenced by, any calibration bias that may be pre-
sent for an IVD-MD. Commutability assessment de-
monstrates the closeness of agreement between results 
for an EQAM and for CSs when measured using pairs 
of IVD-MDs or between an IVD-MD and an RMP. 
If any IVD-MD in the paired comparisons demonstrates 

a systematic bias, the bias will have the same influence 
on results for CSs and an EQAM when an EQAM is 
commutable with CSs. 

Assessment of Commutability of an EQAM 

Figure 1 shows a flowchart for the assessment of EQAM 
commutability. The first 2 steps can in principle be done 
without EQAM as a comparison of results for CSs be-
tween pairs of IVD-MDs to determine if the DINS of 
these IVD-MDs for a measurand is suitable for com-
mutability assessment of the EQAM. 

Step 1: The data must be examined for outliers 
(12). An outlier may represent a sample specific effect 
in a CS with a particular IVD-MD in the comparison 
but could also be an error in measurement, transcrip-
tion, or other type of error not associated with the select-
ivity characteristics of an IVD-MD. The number of 
outliers should be reported, and the reason for a decision 
to exclude them must be documented. If there are many 
outliers, this may suggest excessive DINS between 2 
IVD-MDs. In this case, a commutability assessment 
cannot be performed. If in doubt, the analysis in step 
2 can be performed with and without outliers to assess 
if the conclusion changes. 

Step 2: After relevant outliers are excluded, the re-
sults from pairs of IVD-MDs are examined to determine 
if the IVD-MD selectivity for the measurand is suitable, 
thus permitting the inclusion of the IVD-MD pair in 
the assessment of commutability. 

Step 3: A commutability assessment is performed 
between all combinations of 2 IVD-MDs (representing 
different MPs) whose selectivity performance in step 2 
was suitable for commutability assessment. Because 
commutability assessment of EQAMs is influenced by 
analytical performance capability, the criterion is based 
on statistical distributions of results from CS pairs. A 
commutable EQAM is expected to have a result that falls 
within the prediction interval (PI) limits based on the 
statistical distribution of the CS results from the 2 
IVD-MDs being compared. 

Table 1. (continued) 

Consideration EQAM CRM  

analytical performance 

specifications for CS results 

uncertainty) are included in EQA 

schemes. 

can be excluded from the 

commutability assessment. 

Using flexible criteria derived from 

analytical performance 

capability 

Suitable because all IVD-MDs in use are 

included in an EQA scheme. 

Not suitable. However, an allowance is 

possible to revise the fixed criteria at a 

less stringent level when no or few 

CRMs can meet it.   
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Inclusion of a RMP for a measurand, when avail-
able, can simplify the commutability assessment because 
all end-user IVD-MDs are compared only to the RMP, 
and comparisons of all combinations of pairs of 
IVD-MDs are not needed. 

Evaluation of Selectivity of Pairs of IVD-MDs as 
Suitable for Inclusion in a Commutability 
Assessment of an EQAM (Step 2 in Fig. 1) 

In order to detect DINS for the measurand in the 2 
IVD-MDs (IVD-MD1 and IVD-MD2), the replication 
variance of each of the IVD-MDs, SD2

IVD-MD1 and 
SD2

IVD-MD2, is estimated from the pooled variance of 
the individual variances for each CS analyzed in repli-
cate. Considering the regression relationship between 
the 2 IVD-MDs, the average variance of the residuals 
of a fitted regression model, SD2

R, is expected to be 
close to SD2

IVD-MD1 + SD2
IVD-MD2 if the compared 

IVD-MDs have similar nonselectivity profiles. In cases 
when one IVD-MD has excessive nonselectivity relative 
to the other, SD2

R will be increased compared to 
SD2

IVD-MD1 + SD2
IVD-MD2. Consequently, the ratio of 

the calculated SD2
R and SD2

IVD-MD1 + SD2
IVD-MD2 will 

exceed 1. Let the ratio of SD2
R and SD2

MS1
+ SD2

MS2 
be 

denoted by the Greek letter ζ: 

ζ =
SD2

R

SD2
IVD-MD1 + SD2

IVD-MD2
. (1) 

Thus, ζ is a quantitative measure of the DINS be-
tween the 2 IVD-MDs. ζ should be reported for every 
study comparing pairs of IVD-MDs for the same 
measurand. 

A calculated ζ value smaller or equal to an upper 
limit of ζ (denoted ζ upper) refers to an acceptable 
DINS. Consequently, the acceptable SD2

R can be stated 
as follows: 

SD2
R ≤ ζ upper · (SD2

IVD-MD1 + SD2
IVD-MD2). (2) 

ζ upper is chosen to be the 99th percentile of ζ obtained 
using Monte Carlo simulation based on measurement 
results from a pair of IVD-MDs assumed to have accept-
able DINS. The approach for detecting excessive DINS 
described in this report, uses the proof-of-hazard ap-
proach (13), meaning a DINS is deemed acceptable if 

Perform a comparison with CSs and candidate EQAM(s) between IVD-MD1 and IVD-MD2 (do for all combina�ons of
pairs of IVD-MDs; or if one IVD-MD is a RMP then do each IVD-MD vs the RMP)

Iden�fy, explain and exclude any CS outlier results

Examine results for differences in IVD-MDs nonselec�vity

Difference in nonselec�vity between pairs of
IVD-MD not acceptable

Commutability of EQAM cannot be
assessed  

IVD-MD specific target
value must be used 

Difference in nonselec�vity between pairs of
IVD-MD acceptable

Commutability of EQAM can be assessed

EQAM noncommutable

IVD-MD specific target value
must be used for the IVD-

MD(s) for which the EQAM
was noncommutable

EQAM commutable

EQAM can be used with the
same target value for all end-
user IVD-MDs or to evaluate

equivalence of CS results
between MPs  

Fig. 1. Flow chart for commutability assessment of an EQAM. The commutability assessment of EQAMs 
will usually be performed by analyzing EQAMs and CSs in the same run, and the evaluation of the results 
consists of the 3 sequential steps.   
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there is not sufficient statistical evidence that it exceeds 
an acceptable magnitude. The benefits of the 
proof-of-hazard approach are that it requires smaller 
sample sizes and is less likely to yield erroneous conclu-
sions of excessive DINS, making it more practical. The 
disadvantage is that small DINS between compared 
IVD-MDs may not be detected. This limitation occurs 
when we have excessive DINS but our estimated ζ value 
is small (i.e., close to 1). However, when ζ is small, the 
actual relative increase in PI width for regression analysis 
of CS results from the 2 IVD-MDs is also small, minim-
izing the potential undesirable consequences of having 
small DINS between compared IVD-MDs. 

The PI around the regression line of paired CS re-
sults is used to evaluate the influence of DINS between 
2 IVD-MDs. If both IVD-MDs in a regression pair have 
perfect selectivity or identical nonselectivity profiles for 
the measurand, the PI reflects the combined imprecision 
of the 2 IVD-MDs. When the 2 IVD-MDs have differ-
ent nonselectivities for the measurand, the PI will be in-
creased by the influence of DINS. Differences in 
nonselectivity between the pair of IVD-MDs may create 
a difference in bias for one or more CS results. However, 
for a set of CS results the DINS bias appears as a random 
imprecision contribution that causes the width of the PI 
to increase. 

The relative PI width increase for IVD-MDs with 
DINS profiles compared to IVD-MDs with identical 
nonselectivity profiles is denoted by the relative predic-
tion interval width increase (M). In other words, M is 
a function of DINS between 2 IVD-MDs. When a max-
imum acceptable M is established, it can be used to iden-
tify IVD-MD pairs with excessive DINS that must be 
excluded from a commutability assessment. Such an ex-
cluded IVD-MD pair would have its results evaluated vs 
a peer-group target because the DINS is too large for as-
sessing commutability of the EQAM with CSs. The ζ upper 
in Eq. 2 is determined from M, the number of clinical 
samples used, and the number of replicates of these sam-
ples (Table 2). Consequently, the value of ζ upper in Eq. 2 
is used as the criterion for acceptable DINS between 
IVD-MDs in a paired comparison. 

Figure 2A shows the effect on the PI for different 
values of M. If we accept a difference in nonselectivity 
that can cause an increase in the PI width of, e.g., 
50%, the maximum acceptable noncommutability bias 
of an EQAM will be increased by (0.5×PI width), as-
suming that the PI width is constructed based on iden-
tical nonselectivity profiles for the paired IVD-MDs. An 
acceptable M is established based on the intended use of 
the IVD-MD results for a given measurand. One of the 
most important aspects of having a commutable EQAM is 
to enable the evaluation of the equivalence of results from 
different IVD-MDs including their metrological traceabil-
ity to an RMP when one is available. Consequently, the 

noncommutability bias of an EQAM must be small com-
pared to the APS used when evaluating the IVD-MDs in 
an EQA. 

Figure 2B shows the percentage maximum non-
commutability bias for different imprecisions of 2 
IVD-MDs and different M values. As an example, for 
glucose, if both CVs are 1% and M is 50%, the max-
imum noncommutability bias will be 1.2%, rather small 
compared to the APS for glucose in an EQA scheme that 
is typically ±6%. In EQA, the APS is rarely < 5% for 
any measurand. In general, when IVD-MD imprecision 
is small, we can allow for a larger M (Fig. 2B). The EQA 
provider must decide how big the noncommutability 
bias can be for a certain measurand in relation to the 
chosen APS. Since the imprecision of IVD-MDs often 
is <2% and the APS is usually >5%, an M of 50% 
will often be suitable (Fig. 2B). 

When M has been determined, the ζ value is calcu-
lated based either on raw data, log-transformed data, or 
data transformed in another way [see software applica-
tion (14)], whichever gives the ζ value closest to 1. For 
example, if the ζ resulting from log-transformation is 
closer to 1 than for nontransformation of the results, 
we will choose the log-transformation. The recom-
mended upper limits of ζ for different study designs 
are based on Monte Carlo simulations using measure-
ment results from 2 IVD-MDs that were simulated for 
study designs that measured 20, 25, 30, and 40 CSs, 
with 2, 3, and 4 replicates for each CS, using randomly 
sampled CVs between 0.1% and 10%. Based on each si-
mulated set of measurement results, ζ was calculated 
(unpublished observations). The ζ upper values were de-
termined from the simulation studies that allowed a rela-
tive increase of the PI with M of 0%, 5%, 15%, 20%, 
25%, 30%, 40%, 50%, or 100% for each unique study 
design. One hundred thousand ζ values were simulated 
for each of 108 combinations of number of CSs, number 
of replicates, and M. ζ upper was then calculated as the 
1000th (99th percentile) largest ζ value of the 100 000 si-
mulated ζ values (Table 2). 

If the ζ value in the experiment (Eq. 1) is smaller 
than the ζ upper value selected from Table 2, we may in-
clude the IVD-MD comparison in the commutability 
assessment. If the ζ value in the experiment is larger 
than ζ upper, we will not include the IVD-MD compari-
son in the commutability assessment due to excessive 
DINS. As an example, for glucose ζ is 3.50 and ζ upper 
is 3.23 from Table 2 for 25 CSs, 3 replicates each, and 
M = 50%. In this case, when ζ > ζupper, excessive 
DINS between the 2 IVD-MDs is observed in the 
data, and commutability of EQAMs cannot be assessed 
for this pair of IVD-MDs. Testing EQAM for commut-
ability with one of these IVD-MDs is possible. If the se-
cond IVD-MD in the comparison is an RMP, then the 
other IVD-MD (which is not an RMP) has inadequate  
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selectivity, and MP-specific target values are required for 
assessment of EQA participants who use that IVD-MD. 
When both IVD-MDs are end-user clinical laboratory 
IVD-MDs and one IVD-MD in this pair shows consist-
ent nonselectivity when paired with the majority of 
other IVD-MDs, we conclude that the IVD-MD with 
consistent nonselectivity cannot be included in a com-
mutability assessment and must use MP-specific target 
values. 

Evaluation of EQAMs for Commutability with 
CSs (Step 3 in Fig. 1) 

When we have concluded from a series of IVD-MD 
pair-wise comparisons that a set of IVD-MDs can be in-
cluded in a commutability assessment, Deming regres-
sion analysis with 99% PIs is recommended as the 
statistical acceptance limit for commutability of evalu-
ated EQAMs. A suitable approach is to employ the 
99% PI derived by regression analysis is described by 
Fuller and Gillard (15, 16). We do not recommend 
the CLSI EP14 approach (7) in this situation because 
it assumes no DINS between compared IVD-MDs. 
This assumption will result in underestimation of the 
PI width if there are acceptable DINS between the pairs 
of IVD-MDs being compared. Conversely, the Fuller– 
Gillard approach accounts for DINS making it more 
generally applicable. See the Supplemental Material for 

further explanation why the EP14 approach is not 
recommended. 

An EQAM with measurement results inside the es-
timated PI is concluded to be commutable with that pair 
of IVD-MDs. In the software application for commut-
ability (13), the “strength” of the conclusion regarding 
commutability is also given, taking the uncertainty of 
the conclusion into account. When there is no RMP 
and EQAM(s) of IVD-MD pairs are examined for com-
mutability with CSs, a table can be constructed as shown 
in the Supplemental Material. Equivalence of EQA re-
sults can only be evaluated for IVD-MDs for which 
the EQAM is commutable with CSs and thus is suitable 
for use with these IVD-MDs. 

In cases where the pairs of IVD-MDs being compared 
both have very small imprecision, the estimated PIs will be 
very narrow. In such scenarios, EQAMs with very small ab-
solute noncommutability biases are more likely to be clas-
sified as noncommutable. The 99% PI is recommended, 
ensuring that only 1% of commutable EQAMs will be er-
roneously classified as noncommutable. If a 95% PI is 
used, 5% of commutable EQAMs would be erroneously 
classified as noncommutable. The amount of misclassifica-
tion for commutable EQAMs for a 95% PI will increase 
the risk that an EQAM will be found to be noncommuta-
ble compared to a 99% PI, possibly causing rejection of 
that batch of EQAM, in turn increasing costs and making 
it less likely to achieve widespread implementation of rou-
tine commutability assessments of EQAMs. The 99% PI is 

Table 2. Different upper limits of ζ depending on study design and relative increase in the prediction 
interval accepted (M). 

Number of clinical 
samples Number of replicates 

ζupper values for different Ms 

M = 0% M = 5% M = 15% M = 20% M = 25% M = 30% M = 40% M = 50% M = 100%  

20  2  1.92  2.10  2.50  2.73  2.93  3.19  3.69  4.28  7.65 

20  3  1.51  1.66  1.97  2.14  2.32  2.52  2.92  3.38  6.03 

20  4  1.38  1.52  1.80  1.95  2.12  2.30  2.66  3.09  5.53 

25  2  1.76  1.93  2.32  2.51  2.74  2.94  3.42  3.98  7.08 

25  3  1.44  1.59  1.88  2.05  2.22  2.40  2.78  3.23  5.76 

25  4  1.33  1.47  1.73  1.89  2.05  2.22  2.57  3.00  5.33 

30  2  1.67  1.83  2.19  2.38  2.58  2.79  3.23  3.75  6.68 

30  3  1.40  1.54  1.82  1.98  2.15  2.32  2.69  3.13  5.56 

30  4  1.30  1.44  1.69  1.84  2.00  2.16  2.50  2.92  5.21 

40  2  1.54  1.71  2.03  2.21  2.38  2.58  3.01  3.48  6.19 

40  3  1.33  1.47  1.74  1.89  2.05  2.22  2.58  3.00  5.32 

40  4  1.26  1.39  1.63  1.78  1.93  2.09  2.42  2.84  5.03 

ζ upper is the 99th percentile of ζ, which in practice means that for a chosen M, only 1% of the corresponding ζ values will exceed ζ upper; M is the 
acceptable average increase in prediction interval width due to differences in nonselectivity between 2 IVD-MDs.   
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Fig. 2. (A), The effect of the relative increase in percentage (M) on the prediction intervals. M is the rela-
tive prediction interval width increase for IVD-MDs with DINS compared to IVD-MDs with identical non-
selectivity profiles. The inner interval area (white) is the prediction interval when M is 0%. The light grey 
interval area illustrates the increase in width of the prediction intervals when M is 25% and the dark grey 
when the increase in width of the prediction intervals when M is 50%. The outer interval area (black) illus-
trates the additional increase in width of the prediction intervals when M is 100%; (B), The maximum per-
centage noncommutability bias as a function of imprecision (CV) of the compared IVD-MDs and different 
Ms.   
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recommended as a suitable choice that takes account of 
practical concerns and the ability to detect EQAMs with 
unacceptable noncommutability biases. 

Recommendation for Experimental Setup 

A worked example of a practical approach to evaluate DINS 
of IVD-MDs and commutability of an EQAM using a soft-
ware application is given in an online resource (14). 

The CSs and the EQAM should be analyzed under 
similar measurement conditions e.g., if 2 out of 3 repli-
cates for CSs are analyzed in one run and the last repli-
cate in another run, EQAM must be analyzed in a 
similar manner. The EQAM must be interspersed 
among the CSs in a balanced sequence for measurement. 
The EQAMs and CSs must be analyzed in a manner that 
ensures that different sources of variability; e.g., repeat-
ability and between-run imprecision, if applicable, affect 
the results of both materials equally. A consequence of 
ignoring this assumption may be overestimation of ζ, 
which may result in falsely concluding that excessive 
DINS exist between the compared IVD-MDs. 

The commutability of EQAMs should be examined 
after the same period of days an EQAM is expected to be 
measured by participants in cases when measurand 
changes are likely to occur as, for example, with hema-
tology surveys. In such conditions measurements of 
the CSs are analyzed fresh and the analysis of 
EQAM(s) are coordinated to mimic typical time since 
production when participants are expected to make mea-
surements of the EQAM(s). For example, the EQAM(s) 
are analyzed 5 days after preparation together with fresh 
CSs. This approach allows the commutability of the 
EQAM(s) to be assessed vs unaltered CS in the condi-
tion they are intended to be measured for clinical use. 

EQA schemes usually include EQAMs at more than 
one concentration to examine participant performance. 
Each EQAM concentration should be examined for com-
mutability. Different preparation approaches will likely 
be used to achieve different concentrations, and commut-
ability is a unique property of each preparation of an 
EQAM. Consequently, whenever possible, each prepar-
ation to achieve different concentrations of a measurand 
in EQAMs should be examined for commutability. 

It is not feasible for an EQAM provider to under-
take a commutability assessment on every batch pro-
duced. EQAM providers should have in place 
manufacturing process control and risk management 
procedures to ensure consistency in preparation and 
the reasonable likelihood that future batches maintain 
commutability with CSs as observed in formal commut-
ability assessment of the initial batch. Manufacturing 
controls to manage changes should be according to pub-
lished international guidance on risk management for 

medical devices such as World Health Organization 
TGS-7 (17) and ISO 14 971 (18). Examples of ques-
tions to be addressed in a risk management process for 
a new batch of EQAM are:  

1. What is the history of verified (non)commutability 
for a given EQAM?  

2. Are there known issues concerning instability of any 
components and/or measurands of interest that may 
have changed in the new batch of the EQAM?  

3. Are EQAMs with different levels of the target measurand 
prepared using different protocols, different amounts or 
sources of raw materials, or different donor populations?  

4. Have there been any intentional or otherwise known 
changes in the ongoing production of the EQAM? 
Are subsequent batches of the EQAM prepared using 
different protocols, different equipment, different 
raw materials, different storage conditions, different 
donor populations, or different product containers 
(e.g., vials) for the EQAM?  

5. Since the most recent commutability assessment of 
the EQAM was performed, are other newer MPs 
available for the target measurand(s) or have new 
measurands been added in the EQAM material that 
have not been examined for commutability or influ-
ence on the commutability of other measurands?  

Summary of Recommendations 

Commutability assessment of EQAMs will usually be 
performed by analyzing EQAMs and CS in the same 
run, and the evaluation of the results consists of 3 se-
quential steps (Fig. 1):  

1. Examine results for outliers by measuring CSs using 
pairs of IVD-MDs; remove outliers as applicable.  

2. Inspect CS results from pairs of IVD-MDs for 
DINS. Decide an acceptable M based on the DINS 
for the commutability study (Fig. 2B). In many cases, 
an M of 50% can be used.  

3. Perform a commutability assessment of the EQAM 
including IVD-MDs not excluded by steps 1 and 
2. An EQAM with measurement results inside the es-
timated PI is concluded to be commutable with CSs 
for use with that pair of IVD-MDs.  

In addition, we recommend that commutability of an 
EQAM is examined at approximately the same time inter-
val after preparation as the participants are expected to 
analyze the samples when stability of the measurand and 
thus commutability is influenced by such time intervals. 

Since it is not possible to perform commutability 
assessment of each batch of EQAM, we recommend 
that EQAM providers have in place manufacturing 
process controls and risk management procedures to 
manage changes that can potentially influence the  
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commutability of a new batch of EQAM. If there is a 
reasonable risk that the new batch will have different 
commutability properties compared to earlier batches, 
a new commutability assessment should be performed. 

Conclusion 

We recommend EQA providers use commutable EQAM 
whenever possible. Commutable EQAM makes it possible 
to fulfill one of the most important goals of EQA, which is 
to examine if IVD-MDs for the same measurand give 
equivalent results for CSs. When an RMP is available for 
assigning a value to an EQAM that is commutable with 
CSs for use with a group of IVD-MDs, the EQA results 
can help assess whether successful implementation of 
metrological traceability to the corresponding reference 
measurement system has been achieved for a given 
IVD-MD. When an RMP is not available, the results for 
a commutable EQAM can be examined for equivalence 
among IVD-MDs to determine if metrological traceability 
to a CRM or to a harmonization protocol has been correct-
ly implemented. One or more IVD-MDs that do not dem-
onstrate equivalent results should be further examined to 
identify causes for the lack of agreement. In these ways, 
EQA schemes can be used to monitor and support har-
monization and standardization of measurand results. 

A tool for the practical calculations of DINS and 
commutability is given in an online resource (14). 

Supplemental Material 

Supplemental material is available at Clinical Chemistry 
online.  
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